ENGLISH (ENDI)

ENDI 1320 Murder, Mayhem, and Madness: Reflections of the Self and Society in Literature (4)
Introduces students to fiction, poetry, and drama that offer opportunities to examine the relationship of self to society. What does it mean to be sane or insane, normal or abnormal? What behaviors affect others in destructive ways and how does society deal with those who seem to be different from the norm? Falls and Springs.

ENDI 1335 Arthurian Legends: Myth, Fantasy, and Romance (4)
Students explore the genres of history, fantasy, and mythology through movies and stories about King Arthur, his knights, and their chivalric ideals. Students analyze how themes of love and duty change over time. Students reflect on the roles of fantasy, religion, and romance in their own lives. Features reading, writing, group work, and discussion. Falls and Spring of odd years. Not open to students who have earned credit for ENDI 1330. (PPDI)

ENDI 1350 Twice-Told Tales (3)
Close reading and analysis of the way stories or themes are repeated and changed as societies evolve. Students explore chronologies of selected themes – such as views of death, love and hate, and rebellion – examining early and modern versions and placing them in a variety of cultural, historical and technological contexts. Course content may vary depending on instructor. Falls and Springs. (PPDI)

ENDI 1402 Writing and the Creative Process (4)
What does it mean to be creative? Where does inspiration come from? How do writers and artists think? Students seek out sources of inspiration, write creatively and often, share their work and develop habits and practices which can make imaginative writing and other creative enterprises a lasting and meaningful part of their lives. Not open to students who have previously earned credit for ENDI 1401. Falls and Springs. (PPDI)

ENDI 1440 Social Justice and American Literature (4)
What can American literature teach us about social inequality and justice? How might a novel, poem, or film function as an instrument of social change? As we grapple with these questions, we will interrogate the notion of social justice and examine the construction of categories such as race, gender, class, sexuality, and citizenship, among others. Course content varies by instructor. Springs Odd.

ENDI 1450 The Outsider (3)
Humans are both social and individual. For centuries, literature has highlighted, debated and critiqued the relationship between the individual and society, the impact the individual has on society and that which society has on the development of individual identity, behavior and the formation of beliefs. Cultures differ in the relative value they give to the individual and to the group; literature allows us to look at that value in terms of our roles as individuals and as (non)conformers to social expectations. Through examples taken from writing and film, analyzes the self and society through a selection of topics which include gender, sexuality, race, class, wealth, behavior and socialization. Falls. (SSDI)

ENDI 1555 Wilderness Literature (4)
Students work to redefine the concepts of ‘wilderness’ and to explore the relationship of the individual to the ‘wild.’ Is ‘wilderness’ always a geographic space, or can it also be psychological, social, or political? Is it always totally removed from society, or does it need society in order to exist? Texts may focus on classic nature writing, but other topics may include the wilds of human perception, pop culture chaos, adolescent angst, cultural identity and other vexed internal and external landscapes. Challenges preconceptions of what constitutes the ‘wilderness.’ As students investigate the individual’s relationship to both society and seclusion, they consider how the ‘self’ is produced and revised by its encounters with the wild. Not open to students who have earned credit in ENDI 1550. Springs. (SSDI)

ENDI 1600 Let’s Hear It For Sports - or Not! (3)
Are sports good for us? This course allows students the opportunity to examine, through various literary genres, the role of sports in their lives as well as the lives of others and to debate the merits and drawbacks of organized as well as individual sports in our lives and our society. Falls. (SSDI)

ENDI 2105 The Story (4)
Students taking this course will explore what it means to write, read, and think about narrative. Stories surround us. Our relationship to stories is bound up in our relationship to ourselves, our societies, and the world. This relationship is complex and important to understand, for it has a vital influence on not only what we know but also what we do. Falls and Springs. (SSDI)

ENDI 2205 The Art of Film (4)
Studies film as a creative art–parallel to poetry or painting or music, analyzing the means by which good filmmakers move audiences to feel, to think, to experience certain aspects of life. Become familiar with film art; stress the humanistic qualities of the film experience and how it can connect to our own ‘real life’ personal experiences. Not open to students who have earned credit for ENDI 2200. Falls. (CTDI)

ENDI 2235 Creating Arguments (4)
Treats argumentation as a creative process where making arguments requires imagination, rhetorical ornament, and aesthetic form. Students explore how persuasion reveals new ideas and new interpretations of old ones. Students craft arguments for learning, discovery, proposal, negotiation, reconciliation, and reflection. (CTDI).